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Fanad Coast, Lakes and Gaeltacht LCA 21 is a horseshoe shaped peninsula on the north 

Donegal coast enveloped by Mulroy Bay on the West, Lough Swilly to the east and the 

Atlantic ocean along the north.  A diverse and complex landscape of mountains, plains, 

valleys, lakes and a heterogeneous coastline, yet unified by the dispersed rural 

community that was historically remote from the rest of Donegal as primary access into 

the area was via a lowland route around Kerrykeel, the only other access was over the 

difficult terrain of Knockalla Mountain that has more recently been crossed on the east 

by a coastal road that hugs the cliff or by water along the long shore.  Another unique 

attribute of this area are the multiple upland lakes, particularly in the north of the LCA 

from whence many streams and rivers rise and flow out to Mulroy Bay, Lough Swilly and 

to the Atlantic Ocean.   

The long and varied coast has a cliff-faced rocky edge along Lough Swilly interspersed 

with sandy and stony beaches including the ‘Blue Flag’ Portsalon beach and a low rocky 

edge; the coastal edge along the Atlantic is characterized by low and gently undulating 

agricultural fields that meet the shore as sandy and stony beaches, cliffs and low rock 

outcrops and is the home of the iconic Fanad Lighthouse. This early 19th-century 

Knockalla Fort was one of six built to defend against a possible French invasion and its 

history is told at its companion, Fort Dunree across Lough Swilly. 

This rural area within the Donegal Gaeltacht is steeped in history and the landscape 

retains many idioms of character including stone walls, evolved clachans, thatched 

houses and vernacular dwellings that nestle into the landscape contributing to the 

character of the area. The historic strategic location of this area is evidenced by the 

impressive Napoleonic fort at Knockalla on Lough Swilly and the ruined castle at Moross 

on Broadwater.   

There is a very close visual association with the adjoining LCAs and in particular 

Rossguil, the peninsula to the west of this LCA across Mulroy Bay that shares many 

Landscape Character Types, but which is culturally and socially different due to its 
location across a water body and associated historical distance. 
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Landscape Character types 

 

Seascape Character Units 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map/list Seascape units 

Seascape Units 6 and 7 extend significantly into this peninsula and include a small area of 

overlap with seascape unit 8.  

Key characteristics uses: This LCA has a long and varied edge due to the penisular shape 

with a coastlline onto Lough Swilly, the Atlantic Ocean, Mulroy Bay and Broadwater.  The use 

within this area is also varied and includes uses uses such as agriculture, tourism, forestry and 

multiple maritime uses such as fishing, aquaculture, sailing, swimming, watersports and diving. 

 

Coastal edge:  Complex coastal edge is reflective of the varying interfaces including: cliffs and 

rocky outcrops, stony and sandy beaches , low-lying silty edges with areas of salt marsh and 

salt meadows. 

 

Visibility: High degree of uninterupted visibility from various points within this LCA of Lough 

Swilly, Atlantic Ocean, Mulroy bay and beyond.  Substantial intervisibility between this area and 

other headlands along the North western coast of the county. 

 

Special featuress significant buildings, landmarks, biodiversity and cultural features: 

Fanad lighthouse and major fishing industry and aquaculture uses within this Gaeltacht, Mulroy 

Bridge and Island Roy. 
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Landscape Characteristics 

Land Form and Land Cover 

• The Knocalla Mountains form a spine along the southern boundary of this LCA; part 

of the ‘Knockalla Fault’, they are a band of quartzite rock that continues from the 

south west through this LCA as Knockalla mountain and across the Swilly and 

through Inishowen as the Urris Hills.  

• Undulating landscape with a  series of lakes in a band running along a southwest-

northeast axis through the entire LCA. Cooladerry Mountain and Ballymagaghy 

Mountain are quartzite mountains separated by a river valley. Other isolated upland 

areas with a quartzite bedrock are Crocknamona and Trusk More on the west and 

Ballynabrick on the NE. 

• Quartz bedrock on the eastern ‘peninsula’ has a granite band along the Atlantic coast 

and a quartzite and limestone peninsula south into Mulroy Bay Broadwater 

• There are 28 lakes in this LCA, larger lakes are located in an informal alignment 

along a southwest to northeast axis within the north of this LCA 

Settlements 

Portsalon: Portsalon is a small linear seaside 

settlement just north of Portsalon beach that 

strings out along a county road with no 

discernible centre.  The first edition Ordinance 

Survey maps (1837-1842) show a number of 

clachans in the vicinity of this area including 

‘Croaghross’ that had a coastguard station, 

whilst the 2nd edition show a hotel, post office, 

and pier at the location of the pier today.  

Portsalon Golf course is located just south of 

the settlement boundary, a links course that 

has been played since the 1880s.  There are a 

plethora of holiday home developments in the settlement and 2 mobile home parks. 

History, Culture and Heritage 

• There are a number of Recorded Monuments within this LCA. 

• Fanad lighthouse is a unique and important historical, heritage and cultural feature. 

• This landscape has been relatively undeveloped in recent times and the historic 

pattern of Clachan and rundale farming is still evident and contributes to the 

uniqueness.  

• Important vernacular and imposed built heritage including 6 RPS structures. 

• Historic Landscape Characterisation describes this area as biologically productive in terms 

of sustenance for humans and was typically the terrain that Ireland’s first inhabitants 

exploited. The enclosed bays were suitable for the characteristic paddle-currach, as 

well as lines of static nets or basket traps (fish pounds and salmon walls) that added 

greatly to the capacity of the land to sustain a population. The Mac Sweeny clan 

settled on the Swilly side of the peninsula from their native Scotland, providing a 

coastal and maritime defence to the local polity. Their varied relationship with the 

Norse or Norse-aligned “Lord of the Isles” meant that they were familiar with both 

shifting alliances and highly mobile maritime warfare. They also could exact tolls on 

visiting fishing fleets of international significance.  

• The Ordnance Survey first series six-inch maps indicate that large areas were 

occupied in dispersed settlements (clachans), and some areas of sinuous-bounded 

small-area fields may be of considerable antiquity. 
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Access and Recreation  

• Vehicular access into the LCA is via the R246 along the shore of Mulroy Bay or since 

2009, via Mulroy Bridge providing a direct connection into the Rossguill peninsula. A 

network of county roads and laneways permeate from these affording a good degree 

of accessibility into and throughout the area. 

• Wild Atlantic Way follows the R245 from the south, and along the entire Swilly  and 

Atlantic coast of this area then across Mulroy Bay via the new ‘Mulroy Bridge’ into the 

Rossguill peninsula. 

• Strong tourism and leisure industry focused on the landscape, seascape and their 

use; focused in particular at Portsalon beach and Portsalon Golf Club on the Swilly 

coast. 

Biodiversity 

 

• Ecologically important landscape containing 1,421ha of Natura 2000 sites (SAC & 

SPA) and 1,220 ha of pNHA sites.  

• Lough Swilly is designated as SPA, Mulroy Bay and Broadwater are designated (in 

parts) as Sac, NHA and pNHA and lush fertile valleys carved out by various 

tributaries and streams flowing towards the Lough and Bay create important 

biodiversity corridors.  

• Hedge and deciduous tree bound fields are located in areas within this LCA that with 

hedge and tree trimmed laneways and roads, provide biodiversity corridors 

throughout.  

• The south and south east of this LCA have a patchwork of tree and hedgegrow 

trimmed fields, lakes and roads whilst the northern coastal agricultural areas are 

notably void of boundary vegetation.  

Forces for change 

• Linear development along the rural road network and particularly along the coast. 

• Holiday home development 

• Renewable energy development  

• Telecommunications and infrastructural development 

• Coastal erosion  

• Coastal development 

• Flooding 

• Tourism development 

• Aquaculture 

 

 

   


